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ABSTRACT

The catalytic active  centers and the additive effects on catalytic active centers have
been studied by spectrophotometric (UV-VIS)  and spectroscopic (Raman, NMR) methods at
high temperatures for the molten salt-gas system M,Sz07/MHS0,/MzS0./V,0,  - S0/0,/S03/
COz/ H20/N2 (or parts of this system) which is considered a realistic model of the working
industrial catalysts used for sulfuric acid production and removal of SOZ from flue gas, For the
first time, high temperature vibrational spectra have been obtained for the very dark, viscous
and hydroscopic V’@@lzSz07  M2SOq(M=  alkali metai) melts and the spectra obtained are
conclusively interpreted. A series of vanadium compounds in the oxidation state ill, IV, V and
of mixed valence V(IV)-V(V)  have been isolated from catalyst model systems and
characterized by thermal, spectroscopic and X-ray methods, These compounds are identified
as catalyst deactivation products. Various physichochemical  properties for the above complex
molten salt-gas system (specific conductivities,  heat capacities, vapor pressures etc.) have
been established. Equilibrium vapor pressures over KHSO,-K&@,  and VzO~-KHS0.-KzS2QT
systems at 20-500°C were defined using the Boiling point method, the Quartz-Bourdon method

@
and a newly developed vapor pressure measurement technique which can be used for
measurements in the region from 10 torr to 10 bar. Two unique versatile apparatuses enabling
combined catalytic activity measurements and real-time spectroscopic (ESR,  UV-VIS) studies
of commercial catalysts and catalyst model systems in SOZ containing gases (or in any gas
mixture) up to 1200 K have been constructed. The results obtained cm SOZ oxidation catalysts
show good accordance between temperature of catalyst deactivation and the simultaneous
precipitation of V(IV] or V(lll) compound as detected by ESR.  The complex and redox
chemistry of vanadium in the catalyst solvent melt have also been investigated by means of
spectroscopic and electrochemical methods at high temperatures. Furthermore, phase
diagrams of the catalyst model systems M2SZ07-V20,  (M = Na, K, Cs) and KHS0.-K&07
have been constructed, The resuits  are considered useful for understanding the mechanism of
S02 oxidation by aikaii promoted VzO~ cataiysts  at the molecular ievei, for expioring  the routes
of catalyst deactivation experienced at temperatures below 400”C and for the design of
modified catalysts with high activity also below 400 ‘C.



INTRODJCTKIN

The aim of the project is to obtain information on the fundamental chemistry of
catalysts used for S02 oxidation in manufacturing ~f .sdphuric  acid and cleaning of industrial
off-gases for SOZ. (X this scientific basis the desired improvement of the activity of the
cataiysts below 400 “C might be achieved in a systematic, non-empirical way.

The typical catalyst composition is 6 wt. ‘%0 VQ on kieselguhr promoted by alkali salts
with an alkali to vanadium ratio in the range MfV = 2-4 (M = Na, K, Cs). In contact with the
typical gases 10% SOZ, 11%02 and 79% Nz (sulfuric acid production) or 0.2% SOZ, 4’% 02, 7%
i-izO, 14?40 COZ and 75% Np (power plant flue gas) SOZ is converted to S03 and molten
pyrosulfates  andior hydrogensulfates  are formed in the pores of the industrial catalysts at 4CI0
-500 “C. Thus the molten sait - gas system M#&/MKHSO,JVQ - S02/O#SOJCO+  H201NZ
(or parts of this system) is considered a realistic model of the working industrial catafysts [1].
V205 dissoives  in the pyrosulfate  - hydrogen sulfate melt and forms complexes of V(V) [2]
which are essentially the catalytically active species. In contact with S02 containing gases also
V(iV) and V(lii} compiexes  might be formed and at lower temperatures vanadium compounds
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of these iow oxidation states may precipitate and depiete the catalyst for the active materiai.

Therefore a deep insight into the cornpiex, redox and compound chemistry of vanadium
in the cataiyst  is vaiuable  for the understanding of the catalyst performance and for the
systematic optimization of cataiyst composition.

The hydroscopic, viscous and dark catalyst melts are very difficult to investigate at in
situ conditions, i.e. at temperatures up to 500 “C and in contact with SO#SO~  containing
gases. A rridtiinstrurnental  research strategy has been applied invoiving  combinc~
spectroscopic, thermal, electrochemical and X-ray methods, whereby more reiiable resuits  can
be obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL

Ghemicz&m&m@es’  preparaihm

a
The hydroscopic K2SQ and CS2S2Q  used were obtained by thermal decomposition of

K+3Q  and @zS@8 at 280-300°C  in a stream of nitrogen and were stored in sealed ampules
in the glove-box until use to avoid formation of hydrogen sulfate, as eariier described [2].
K2SzOa was from Merck (p.s. ) whiie &.#@* is not commercially avaiiable  and it was syn-
thesized as previously[3].  VzO~ (Cerac,  Pure 99.9Yo), K$30q (Fluka)  and CS2SOQ (Fiuka) were
dried by heating in vacuo at 300*C for 4 hours and stored in the glove-box untii use. The gases
used were SOZ (Matheson, Union-Carbide, 99,98Yo),  Nz (L’Air Liquide, 99.999*A), Oz (L’Air
Liquide, 99. 99°/0) and SOa  which was generated as described previously [4} by using a suitable
flow controi  panel comprising thermal mass flowmeters (Brooks Modei 5850E) and a
platinutn-catalysed  flow tank reactor operated at 380”C.  Ail handiing  of the chemicals and
fiiiing  of the various UV/ViS  (Fig. 2), conductivity, ESR, Raman and reactor ceiis (Fig, 1) took
place in nitrogen-fiiied glove-boxes (McBrown, Germany) with a measured water vapour
content of below 5 ppm,

The commercial cataiysts  investigated were VK-WSA, VK38 and VK58
by Haidor Topsoe  AIS, Denmark and a few from other important manufactures

manufactured
of the world.



The VK-WSA is applied in the flue gas desulfurization  process and has the same chemical
composition as VK38 (molar ratio K/Na/V=3/0.8/1,  VQ= 6.5 YO wfw) but with a smaller
average pore-size of the support. The VK58 catalyst has a modified chemical composition
(molar ratio K/CslNa/V=3}110 .2511) including Cs in addition to K and Na as promoters. The
catalyst pellets were crushed to a size of 1-1.5 mm and placed in the flow-reactor or in the high
temperature ESR cavity cell, as earlier described [5].

Flue gas generaikm system

Feed gas with composition similar to dry flue gas (without NOX)
S0, (> 99.9%), OZ (99.8% Oz, 0,2% Ar+Nz),  COZ (> 99,7%) and N2 (<

was prepared by mixing
40 pprn H20+OZ)  either

by ;ndividual flowmeters or by premixing the gases in an evacuated special steel gas bottle
followed by external heating at the bottom to obtain a uniform gas mixture by convection. A
flow diagram is shown in Fig, 3. The absence of NO,  corresponds to the conditions of the SOZ
oxidation in the SNOX-process  where NOX is removed upstream [6]. The SOZ concentration
was monitored by UV-spectrophotometry  on a Perkin Elmer Lambda-9 or a Hitachi U 3000
spectrophotometer,  using a gas cuvette  (quartz Suprasil,  Hellma GmbH) with a path length  of
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100 mm, The concentrations of 02, COZ and Nz were ~hecked by gas chromatography on a
Shimadzu GC-8APT equipped with Supelco Chromosorb  102 or Molecular Sieve 5A columns.

Wetting of the flue gas was achieved by bubbling the dry gas until saturation through
water which was contained in two flasks connected in series and immersed in a thermostat
controlled at the appropriate temperature. With a thermostat temperature of 40 “C a 7!X0 water
vapour content was achieved. The water vapour concentration was measured by a Jenway
5075 Humidity meter. All 118” stainless steel tubes in the experimental set-up were heated to
80-90 “C by wrapped heating tape, in order to prevent condensation.

FW? and Catalytic ActW’ S
, .
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For the activity measurements and compound isolation, the gases were led (Fig. 3) to a

molten salt reactor of Pyrex. The reactor cell was mounted in a double walled canthal wire
wound quartz tube furnace [4]. The temperature was controlled to within * 2 “C and measured

Figure 1. Molten salt reactor  cell; a) catalyst melt, b) Ftgure 2: Gas - molten salt optical reactor cell. {A): gas
.4ntered glass filter  disk, c) bottom ampoule for filtrate inlet, ~B): capillary tube immersed in the melt, {C): molten salt
collection. Arrows indicate direction of flow during catalyst mixture, {D): gas outlet. The capillary tube was lifted above
operation. The flow direction is reversed for filtering  the” melts the melt surface during the measurements of the spectra.
and isolating the crystalline precipitates
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Figure 3. Set-up for in-situ catalysts’ testing and characterization.

by a chromel-alumel  thermocouple placed at the reactor cell area containing the catalyst
sample. The reactor exit gas stream was passed through stainless steel tubes to a SQ trap
made of borosilicate  glass and placed in an antifreeze bath at -35 ‘C cooled by an immersion
cooler before flowing to the spectrophotometer.  Here the S02 conversion was monitored by

o
on-line UV-spectrophotometry and the conversion was always below 15’%0. Thus the reactor
could be considered as differential.

For the EPR-investigations,  a set-up almost identical to that described above was
used. Only the SOS cooling trap was replaced with an acid absorber of 98°/0 w/w sulfuric acid.
The flue gas was led to a quartz reactor flow cell as described in detail earlier [5] which fits into
a Bruker  ER4114HT high temperature X-band cavify  mounted in a slightly modified JEOL-JES-
ME 1X El% spectrometer connected to a PC-based acquisition system. The temperature was
measured by a 1 mm non-magnetic chromel-constardan  thermocouple placed in contact with
the catalyst bed. The field calibration was performed with a external Mn(ll)-standard  and to
correct the signal intensity for the temperature dependence, an internal separate ruby crystal
was applied. The space velocity was adjusted in the range 5000-10000 h-’ so the conversion
over the catalyst bed was always below 150A,

man spectra
The samples were prepared by mixing V20~ (Cerac, Pure 99. 9Yo),  CS2S207  and

W2S0,  (Fluka)  which was dried by heating k? tfacffo at 300”C for 4 hours. A!! handiing  of
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chemicals and filling of the Raman opticai cells [made of cylindrical fused silica tubing (450.1
mm o.d., 2*0. I mm id. and -3 cm long for the part containing the molten salts)] took place in a
nitrogen-filled glove box. The samples were sealed under a low pressure (ea. 0.2 atm) of Q
(LIAir  Liquide,  99,99?40)  in order to stabiiise vanadium in the pentavaient state and were
equilibrated at 450°C for up to 20 days before recording the Raman spectra. This was
necessary due to the slow dissolution of sulfate. Ram an spectra were excited with the 647.1
and 676.4 nm lines of a Spectra Physics Stabiiite modei 2017 krypton ion laser. The
experimental set-up used and the procedures foilowed  for obtaining Raman spectra at high
temperatures have been described in detail elsewhere[7].  it should be pointed out here that
recording of the Raman spectra at elevated temperatures from these very dark-coloured,
viscous and hydroscopic meits  has proven very difficult due to strong absorption of the incident
exciting iaser light.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSiON

. , .
r file cataivtlc  ox&jgn  of S-

e
ure Raman stu~

Severai V#3~-Cs2SQ  mixtures with compositions /Y%zo~= O -0.2 were placed in ceiis.
Upon dissolution of VQ in the pyrosuifate soivent at 450”C, dark brown meits were obtained
and Raman spectra couid not be recorded for meits with ~vzo~>0,2  due to very strong
absorption of the excitation laser iines used. Fig. 4 shows Rarnan spectra of VQ-CS2S2Q
molten mixtures obtained at 450°C for four different compositions [Fig. 4(b-e)]. The Raman
spectra of pure moiten caesium pyrosulfate were also recorded and are inciuded  in Fig. 4(a)
for comparison. The strongest band of the SZ07Z- ion is at 1078 cm”f.  Addition of V20~ gives rise
to the appearance of several new bands [ie. other than the ones due to CS2S20,(I)].  The
most prominent new features are at 1176, 1047 (due to ‘V=O terminal stretching), 996, 839,
765, 670/690, 393, 302 and 205 cm”l and are indicated in Fig. 4 by vertical iines. The
existence of the 765 and 670/690 cm-l bands is better illustrated in Fig. 4 (insert A) where the
contribution of the 725 cm-l S$)72- band is subtracted from the 600-1000 cm-l region of
spectrum (b). The intensities of aii the above new bands increase reiative to the bands of the
S20,2- ion with increasing A?vzo~ and dominate the spectrum (e) of the sample with A%20~=0.  2

● indicating that the reaction taking piace leads to a vanadium oxo suifato compiex  at the
expense of the S207

2- ion. By piotting (see insert B, Fig.4)  the quantity [1 (Sz072-,1078)/~s2~]l
[}&!= 0, f04?)/~v20,]  VS. /%%20,  - where I(SZOP2”,1078)  and I (V= O,1O47) are the reiative
intensities due to V1(SZOT2-)  and V=CI in each composition and ~i are the initiai moie fractions
(weighed-in amounts) - it becomes evident by extrapolation that for ~v,o,=O.33 there wouid
be no SZ072- ieft. By taking into account the NMR[8] evidence suggesting the existence of
dimefic  Vv complex furthermore strengthened by the fact that the oniy crystal~ine  V“ compound
isoiated so far from V20~-CSzS207 moiten miXtUreS is the CSQ(VO)20(SOA)Q[9],  it foiiows that
the reaction taking piace can be formulated oniy as in eq (1)

V*Q + 2S2Q:- . (vo)20(sQ4~ {1)

Within the Csq(VO)20(SOJ~  compound[9J there are four crystaliographicaliy  different
bidentate chelating significantly distorted suifate groups with S-O bonds having largely varying

distances, The terminai  S-O bonds are in the range 1.43 -l.44~ while the S-() bonds invoiving
oxygen coordinated to vanadium (bridging S-O bonds) are unusuaiiy long ranging between 1.52

and 1.58~, far from the usuai vaiue of 1.47~ found for the ideai suifate group. Furthermore, a



value of 961 cm-’ is found for the v1(SOq2-) mode of free suffate in Cs2S20z-Cs2SO~ melts [see
fig.5{z+]. it is therefore evident that, if the (VO)20(S0.JA*  ion is the dimer compiex formed in
the molten state, then one could assign the 996 cm-f band to the short terminai S-O stretching
mode {S-OJ and the 839 cm-’ broad band to the long bridging S-O modes (S-OJ. The above
variation in suiphur-oxygen stretching frequencies is compatible with the departures from the

1.47~ ideai S-O bond iength and is anaiogous  to the differences observed between terminai
and bridging metai-haiogen  stretching frequencies [l O]. The 1176 cm-’ band is identified as the
VJSOA2-) mode. The 1047 cm”’ is assigned to the VV=O terminal mode in agreement with what
wouid be expected[lOJ, while the 765 and 670/690 cm-’ bands are assigned to V-O bridging. In
particular, the 765 cm-’ band k assigned to the V-O-V bridging mode of the dimer
(VO)20[S0,),4  complex and the 6701690 cm-’ doublet band is due to V-O bridging involving
suifate oxygen (aiong the -V-U-S- chains). Such an assignment for these bands is in
agreement with the reiative V-O distances aiong the -V-O-S- and -V-O-V- chains within the
CsJVO)20(SOJq  compound[9]  and with a correlation between V-O Raman stretching
frequencies and bond Iengths[ll].
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Figure  4: Raman spectra of the V20&s&z07  molten
mixtures at 450’C;  (a) X%20~ =0; (b) X’%20~  =0.065; (c) X
%,05  =0.106; (o) X%J20, =0.146  and (e) fi20, =0.200.
Bands due to the (VO)20(SOJ.4-  (1) complex are marked by
verticai lines. &=647. Inm;  laser power, w= 175 mW; scan
rate, sr, 60 cm-’ rein”’ for (s-o),  18 cm”’ rein” for [e); time
constant, T, 0.3s for (a) , 1s for (b-oj,  3s for (e); spectral slit
width, SW, 7 cm-’. VV and HV denote the vertical-vertical
and horizontal-vertical spectra polarizations, respectively.
Insert A: Region of spectrum (b)  after subtraction of the 725
cm”’ SZOT2-  band. Insert B Plot of {’= [I(S2Q2-,1078)/X
0S20,]/[I(V=0,1047) /XW20~  vs. x = X%20~  for the four
compositions (b-e)  studied (see text).
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Figure 5: (A) Raman spectra of the V20&a#2C+  molten
mixtures saturated with CS1S04  at 45WC ; X%20$  =0.02?
(a); ~ V,O, =0.066 (b); fi,O, =0.147  (c) and ~20,
=0.330 (~. X%zO~  is the mole fraction of V20~ in the VzO~-
Cs2S201  mixture before addition of CS2S0..  (B) Raman
spectra of the V20&.s2Sz072Cs2SOi  molten mixture at
450’C  [e). &=647 .lnm; laser power, w= 175 mW; scan rate,
sr, 90 cm”’ rein”’ for (a-c),  30 cm” rein”’ for (@, 60 cm” rein”’
for (e);  time constant, T, ().3s  for (a-c) , 1s for {&e);  spectral
siit width, SW, 7 cm”’.



Addition of Cs.#Q to V@~-Cs&zOF melts results in reactions with the (VO)zO(SOJ~4
complex, The reaction was followed by recording Raman spectra at 450°C for a VzO~-Cs2SzOT
sampie with fixed X%20~ in which various amounts of Cs#30A were added, A titration-like
series of Raman spectra was thus obtained, which indicates that the V“ dimer complex
[(VO)20(S0,),4]  reacts with the added sulfate up to a SO$-/Vv ratio (ratio of number of added
sulfate moles reacting vs number of extant V(V) atoms) equal to d. Fig. 5(=-c) shows Raman
spectra of VzO&s2Sz0,  melts with X%g+ = 0.027-0.147 saturated with Cs&304.  The band at
961 cm-l in spectrum 5(a) is due to the v, mode of dissolved free SO~2-. The band at 941 cm-l is
due to coordinated sulfate and its relative intensity increases with increasing content of V2Q
[see e.g. spectra (h-c]].  Furthermore, a comparison of spectrum 4(@ with 5(c) from sampies
with the same initial )(%20s = 0.15 shows that reaction with CS$04 results in elimination of the
996 (S-OJ, 839(S-OJ, 765 (V-O-V) and 302 cm-l bands, appearance of a new S-O stretching
mode at 941 cm-~ and small shifts of the VV=O to 1038, of the V-O-S to 666 and of the Va(SOA2-)
mode to 1166 cm-l.  Finally a low frequency doublet at 226/279 cm-l also appears. Thus,
addition of Cs2SOq resuits in cleavage of the V-O-V bridge and in formation of a Vv complex
which contains slightly distorted coordinated sulfate groups.

The compound Csq(VO)20(S0.Jq  was synthesised by fusing a V20~-CszSzOT mixture
with X%20~ = 0,33 ; it was afterwards mixed with excess Cs2SOq and equilibrated at 450°C.
The Raman spectrum of the resuiting melt is depicted in Fig. 5 (@ and shows that the reaction
proceeds with the formation of S&2-  as indicated by ‘the presence of the characteristic [see
Fig.4(a)] 1078, 725 and 313 cm-~ bands. The above observations of i) a 1:1 SOq2-lVv  ratio of
number of added sulfate moles reacting vs number of Vv atoms, ii} cleavage of the V-O-V
bridge and production of S20r2” upon sulfate addition are accounted for by the following
reaction

(W2WQ44 + 2s042” “ 2V02(S04)2> + s2Q,*- (2)

Eqs (1) and (2) indicate that if all the hypotheses made up to now are correct, the constituents
of a V20~G.$20T”2Cs2SO~  molten mixture would react at 450”C stoichiometrically  to produce
the CsaV02(SOJ2  molten complex without ieaving excess solids or pyrosulfate  ions, This is
indeed the case as shown in Fig. 5(e), From a structural point of view, the V02(S01)2>
complex can be formulated from the dioxovanadium ion and two bidentate chelating sulfate

O 9rouPs so aS tO satisfY the Preferential six-fold ~oordinationf~r  the vanadium atom and could
occur as a monomer in dilute systems or as a (V02(SOJ2)f13*  polymer in concentrated melts
possessing one bidentate chelating and one bidentate  bridging suJfate per monomer unit.

The results of the present communication concerning the formulae and the structural
properties of the active Vv complexes are considered important for understanding the reaction
mechanism of the S02 oxidation at the molecular Ievei.

ee of vanadum-reduction  measurements and Temp@re ~ependence of Redo.x.-

~

From the results of combined high temperature UV-VIS and ESR spectroscopic studies
[12], it has become evident that the most plausible types of redox equilibria are the ones
represented by eqs.

Model “2”
Model “3”

(3-4)

(VV)2 + S02

= 2 V ’V + S03 (3)
2VV + S02 = 2V’V + SQ (4)
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In Figure 6 ail data for Models 2 and 3 obtained in the temperature range 430- 480”C
are plotted and essentially linear dependencies are observed in all cases. From the slopes of
the plots in Figure 6 the equilibrium constants for the two models were determined at the four
measuring temperatures and piotted as lnK vs IIT in Figure i’. The expressions for the redox
equilibria according to models 2 and 3 shown in Figure 7 are suggested by fol[owing the
general knowledge of the complex chemistry of V(V) in pyrosulfate melts and adopting the
V(IV} configuration involving a V02+ unit coordinated with two bidentate  suJfate tigands
discussed also above. The slopes of the plots shown in Figure 7 correspond to the enthaipies,
AM, for the indicated equilibria as foiiows:

(Vo),o(so,),’ql)  + SoZ(g) + Zvo(so,);-(i) + so,(g) (5)

AM= -107 k 4 k$-’mol-’
for Model 2 and,

Zvo,so’$-(1) + S20:-(1) +Soz(g) + Zvo(so,):-(u

alternatively formulated as

2V02S04S207S(I)  +Soz(g) * 2VO(S04):-(1)  + S,O:-(i)  +  S03(g) (6b)

A% -122 t 2 kJ-’mol-’
for Model 3,

K has previously appeared impossible to distinguish between the two monomeric V(V)
compiexes participating in the redox equilibria (6a) and (6b] . It shouid be pointed out that the
concentration of SZ072” has not been taken into account for the calculation of Ka. However, in
0,1 M V20~ soiutions  in K2S20T,  ~Sz072” ] = 8.120 moi L“’ at 450°C, as calculated from the
densities of the V20~ - KZS20T system obtained pre’’iousiy.  in the tem~erature range 435-
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Figure 6. Plots of concentration quotients for models 2 and Figure 7. Plots of InKvs  VT for models 2 and 3. The

3 vs P$OJP$02 at 435 (G), 450 {0), 465 {A} and 48(FC {0). concentration of S20,2” has not been taken into account for
the data are obtained from a VzO~-K2S20, mixture with the calculation of K$

CO=O.I M V20$.



48WC investigated here, [SJ372-  ~ varies less than 1% from this value and accordingly it can be
considered constant. Therefore the slope of the plot for Model 3 in Figure 7 and the enthaipy,
A#, are not affected. His noteworthy that the results from the high temperature Raman study
point to a dimeric V(V) complex whereas previous cryoscopic measurements show that V(V)
most probably is present as a monomeric complex in the concentration range of the present
investigation. Thus, model 3 (e.g. expressed by equilibria (6a) and (6 b)) seems to be favored
in dilute solutions.

Degree-u  f-vanadium-reduc fion measurements. The redox equilibrium was studied at
450”C  in molten VzO~-K&07  mixtures with initial concentrations CO (expressed in mol VzOJL)
in the range 0.1-0.5. These molten mixtures were equilibrated with gas atmospheres
containing varying amounts of SOZ and SOS (i.e. P~@ + Ps.o,  = ~.fl  atm,  p~~ / p~~ = ().1  - 5),
The equilibrium concentrations of V(W) and V(V) complexes were calculated and subsecwentlv
values-for the degree-of-vanadium-~eduction  ( ~W]/([Vv]+~v]]  were determined. The r&uits”
are displayed in Figure 8 and clearly indicate that the degree of reduction increases i) as the
partial pressure of S02 and the ratio P~Oz  f P~o~ are increased and ii) as the initial
concentration of VzO~ is increased. Thus for example at 450°C and with P~o,=0.06  atm (i.e.
PS@ =0,04)  values of [VWJ/([VMJ+[Vv]  = 0,23, 0.35 and 0.55 are obtained for melts with CO =

e 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 mol V20~lL.

Ternperatwe  dependence of the degree-o  fivanadum-reduction. It has already been
recognized how important the degree-of-vanadium-reduction is as a parameter. Often it is
directly reiated to the catalytic activity for S02 oxidation since the stability of the V(V)
complexes is the key factor for this process. H has also been observed during the catalytic
activity measurements that a gradual decoloration  of the melts occur as temperature is
gradually lowered from 480°C to the region 400-420”C.  Typically the melt coJor changes from
dark brown to greenish-blue indicating an increased degree-of-vanadium-reduction. Figure 9
shows some very valuable Temperature dependence data that exhibit the strong influence of
the temperature on the degree-of-vanadium-reduction. Thus, for example for a melt with Co =
0.1 mol V20JL and with P~02= 0.06 atm, i.e. Pso, = 0.04 atm, values of [V(IV)]IIV,O,.J=  0.15,
0.17, 0.23 and 0.27 are obtained at temperatures 480, 465, 450 and 435*C, respectively.
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press~ts  m the KHSC@$S&07xm$Y&-KHSw- ,s,@syE&ms

The new vapor pressure technique was developed as a combination of the direct
equilibrium vapor pressure measurement and Boiling-Point-Method, and can be used for
measurements in the region from 10 torr to 10 bar at temperatures up to 500*.C (Fig. 10).

The vapor pressure - temperature plots obtained by the new technique for pure KHSO~
and the equimolar  mixture of KHS04 and K2S207 are given in Figs. 11 and 12. It can be seen .
that the new technique gives the same results as the CWartz-Bourdon  method and therefore
both measurements are reliable,  For both electrolytes the lnP vs. VT plots are linear as
predicted by thermodynamics. The vapor pressure values for pure KHSOQ are much higher
than predicted by published data, reaching 8 bar at 500°C.  It was defined that vapor pressure
values over 10 mol% KHSOq-K2S@7  are lower than 60 torr at temperatures up to 440”C and
therefore this water concentration can be reached under the conditions for the industrial
process. R can be concluded from Fig, 13 that in the presence of V20~ (10 mol% V20~ in
equimolar  KHSOA-K2S207)  water vapor pressure is noticeably lower than for the KHSOq-

e
K2S207 mixture. This was explained by complex formation between vanadium species and
water molecules.

Flectrochen&al  Investgatlon of the stiucture Of vanadium COm@exeS and the v-dim. .

tion mechamsm m
,,

V2Q~&2Q7 (M = K, Na, C-s or U) and VzQ~ -KHSO#-  
$@7&

The electrochemical behavior of V20~ was studied in V20~-M2S207 (M= K, Cs, Na or Li)
and V20&HSOg-K2Sz07 melts at 440°C in argon, air and S02/air atmospheres [13] by means
of cyclic voltametry,  chronoamperometry and chrorv+dentiometry.

It was shown that all stages of the catalytic process cm be reproduced electro-
chemically. VzO~ can be electrochemicaily  reduced to V(W) compounds in two stages: V(V) +
V(IV) (waves  l-l and F in Figs. 14, ?5) and V(IV) + V(lll) (wave G in Fig. 14). Both V20~
reduction stages are electrochemically  irreversible, therefore they could be driven
electrochemically.  It was shown that H+ reduction took place at 0.26 V vs. a Ag+lAg reference
electrode (300 mVls],  i.e. at a potential in between the V(V) - V(W) and V(IV) + V(lll)

● reduction stages.
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it can be seen that in the presence of KHS04,  V(V) -+ V(IV) electrooxidation  proceeds
with higher polarization (Fig. 15) which is caused  by the slow kinetics of this electrochemical
reaction: linear ~-lnV dependence shows the. irreversibility of the electron transfer stage.

The results of the vokammetric investigation in “dry” K2S2Q-V2Q (10 rnol %) melt
under the S02/air atmosphere show that the kinetics of the V(V) + V(IV) and V(M) - V(V]
reactions change from irreversible kinetics to kinetics with slow preceding chemical reaction.
The only explanation can be a new structure of the active V(V) and V(W) particles in the
S02/air atmosphere. The diffusion coefficients for the V(V) particles were calculated from the
l-t-V2 slopes using the Cottrel’s  equation. Change of the value of the diffusion coefficient in the
S02/air atmosphere indicates change in the V(V) complex structure. Moreover lower values of
diffusion coefficient can be caused by bigger size (cluster structure) of the vanadium particles.
The results of the voltammetric  study of V20~-Kl-iS01-K2S20T  melts under S02/02 atmosphere
indicate that the water inhibition effect is still found for the V(W) + V(V) oxidation, and that
water has no (or even slight positive) effect on the V(V) + V(W) reduction. Therefore the
participation of water in both V(V) and V(IV) complexes can be assumed.

Cesium and sodium ions accelerate both the electrochemical V(V) + V(W) reduction
and V(W) + V(V) oxidation stages, the Nat effect being more pronounced in the oxidation
stage. In the presence of Cs’ the rate of V(V) - (V(IV} is ca. 60% higher than in molten
K2S207-V20~. In both argon and air atmospheres the highest promotion effect was for 7.5-8.5
f?d~O of Na2S207  in molten K2S207-V205 and ca 3% Na2S20T in molten  Cs$@r-K&@T”V20&

. .
u FSR and act~wty measurements

The S02 oxidation catalysts VK38, VK58 and VK-WSA from Haldor Topsoe AL3 as
well as industrial cataiysts  from other producers and various unsupported molten salt mixtures
have been investigated [14, 15, 16] by use of the catalyst test apparatuses described in the
previous section. For convenience only selected results of the activity measurements will be
shown.
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Caia!yfk  activity of catalysts and model rneits in sufphuric acidproduction synthesis
gas. The cataiytic activities of industrial catalysts and M2S2Q-V20S model melts containing the
various alkali promoters (M = Na, K, Cs ) with NW molar ratios between 3 and 10 have been
measured in the temperature range 360-480 “C. A 5*A S02, 5% SQ, 9?40 02, 81’?40  N2, mixture
was used as the feed gas, i.e. corresponding to 50% conversion of the IO*A S02, ITXO 02, 79%
N2 starting feed gas. Thus the measurements reflected conditions similar to those of the
second catalyst bed. These results are displayed in Figure 16. Figures 17 and ~8 illustrate the
case for the industrial catalysts studied. All plots invariably exhibit a sharp break at a
temperature T~ given in Table 1. In the high temperature region (T>TJ  the catalyst model
systems are liquid, while formation of crystalline soiids occurs below T~. As temperature is
gradually reduced, increasing amounts of precipitates are accumulated, BIue V(W) and green

V(lll)  salts were isolated from the melts either by filtration at high temperatures or by washing
the solidified melts after cooling. in this way a whole series of low soluble V(M) and V(lll)
compounds were iso[ated  and characterized. Thus at temperatures below T~ the liquid phase
of the catalyst is gradually depleted for active dissolved vanadium species.

The results of the investigation are summarized in Table L The apparent activation

e
energies are comparable for the two different gas compositions. However, the break in these
piots is shifted to lower temperatures for the melts in the 500/. preconcerted gas. This is
probably due to a shift of the formal equilibria system (Eq.7)  to the

SC)2 SQ3
v(v) v(w) - V(lll) (7)

;03 -m,
left, since the partial pressure ratio P~OJP~02  is larger compared to the unconverted feed gas.
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Figure 16. Arrhenius plots of the measured reachon rates
for Na, K and Cs promoted catalyst melts. Feed gas 5~o S02,
5~o S03, 9% 02, MY. N2

Thus the critical concentration (the
volubility limit) of V(IV) and V(lll) is
achieved at lower temperatures in the 50a/0
preconcerted gas and T~ is accordingly
iower. indeed recent spectrophotometric
and ESR measurements on dilute solutions
of V2Q in molten pyrosulfates show that
the V{ V)-V(IV) redox equilibrium is shifted
towards V(IV)  by lowering the temperature.
Also the type of alkali promoter seems to
influence the position of the redox

equilibria. Thus it is known that increasing
the radius of the alkali metal ion, i.e. in the
sequence Li, Na, K, Rb, G, increases the
ability of their sulphates  to absorb S03
(forming pyro-su[phate  and higher
pyrosulfates)  and stabilize the vanadium in

the +5 oxidation state. This trend is in

accordance with the observed decrease of
T~ for the Na, K and Cs based model melts,
respectively with the same molar ratio M/V
(Table l), but other factors, e.g.



differences in the solubiiity  product of the precipitating salts may also be significant. In the case
of supported catalysts also the pore size distribution has significant influence. Furthermore,
from Figure 16 and Table I it is seen that an increase of the MN ratio in the row 3, 4.7 to 10
leads in all cases to a decrease of Th. This is presumably due to a simple dilution effect but
probably also due to an increasing activity of S2Q2° in the meits through this row, shifting the
redox equilibria towards V(V).

Tatie L Temperature of the Activity Drop and Apparent Activation Energies of the Catalyst

Melts a

Model Melt

or Cataiyst

e
NaN=3

Na/V=4.7
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KN=4.7

KN=IO
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cs/v=4.7
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KiNaN=3.7/lH

KlcsN=3.7ml

e K/NalCsN=3.7i
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x
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49.2
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47,6

41.4
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43.4

34.6
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Xn:
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17.0
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xD=O, ~, 5 0 / 0  S 02 ,  5 %  S 03 ,  9 ’ % 0 02 , 8170 N2

~ T~ is the temperature at which the compound precipitation and ~he break in the
Arrhenius plots occur simultaneously.

‘ T~ is above the highest measured temperature given in parentheses.
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Figure 17. Arrhenius plots of measured reaction rates for
the mixed-alkali promoted industrial catalysts vK-38,  vK-58
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Figure 18 .Arrhenius plots of the mea.swed reaction rates
for the VK38(Topsoe)  and CING catalysts. Feed gases: 10%
SOz,ll%  02, 79% Nz (XP=O)  and 5% S(22,  5?. SO,, W. 0,,
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ldusf~ial  catalysts in “wet” and “dry”  #ue gases. The catalytic activity - given as turnover
frequency of SOZ - (see Fig. 19) shows a sharp break by lowering of the temperature and
below this temperature catalyst deactivation takes place.  The breakpoint temperature (TJ
exhibits a marked change towards lower temperature for the WK-WSA catalyst in “wet” (B}
compared to “dry” flue gas (A) while T~ changes only slightly for the other catalysts. Obviously
the much smaller pores of the VK-WSA carrier is responsible for this behaviour leading to
suppression of the formation of solid V(N) compounds whereby the volubility limit will be
reached at a lower temperature [15].

The ESR spectra shown in Figure 20 for the VK-WSA in “dry” (A) and “wet” (B) flue gas
are very different. In “dry” gas the break on the pfot of apparent line width and the ESR
parameters found at the lowest temperature indicate that the V(IV) compound [17]
K4(VO)3(SOJ~ starts to precipitate at 408 ‘C - close to the deactivation temperature found in
Figure 19. However, in “wet” gas no break is found on the ABPP vs T plot. Most likely an ESR
siient V(lll) compound precipitates  in this case at the breakpoint temperature found in Figure
19. It could very well be KV(SOJ2  which earlier [18] has been isolated and characterized by us,
This interpretation that catalyst deactivation is caused by precipitation is supported by the
hystresis phenomena observed [19] for the activity during cooling and reheating, As an
example this is shown on Figure 21 for VK-WSA in “wet” flue gas.
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Table [i. Compounds identified as catalyst deactivation products - compounds responsible

for catalyst deactivation

V(hq v(w)

Na2VO(SOJ2 NaV(SOJ2

Na3V(SO&

Na8(VO)2(S0.J6

K. JVO)3(SQJ5 KV(S04)2
K3(VO)2(SOJ:

CS2(VO)*(S04)3 CSV(SO’J2
p-voso,
(VOSOJ(S02SOJX

a Mixed valence compound V(IV)-V(V)

During cooling the V(M) compound precipitates and reduces the concentration of active
vanadium species in the catalyst melt. The compound is probably partly isolated in the pores of
the carrier in bad contact with the residual melt. Thus the catalyst activity is lower on reheating
until the temperature is reached where the compound decomposes and melts [4,14] leading to
restoredion  of the full catalytic acitivity.

. .
e for cakdvst  deactlvatum

The special design of the reactor cell (see Figure t) enables the isolation of the crystalline
compounds that are formed during the deactivation of the catalyst uno’er operating condi%om.
Compound isolation is performed by i&s#ufiltration  during activity tests of catalyst model melts
right after the deactivation sets in, ~ e. at a temperature slightly lower than the temperature of
deactivation, T~. The isolated crystalline vanadium compounds are characterized by X-ray,
spectroscopic (If% Raman, ESR) and thermal methods. Table II lists the ‘crystalline compounds
that are possibly responsible for catalyst deactivation.
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Figure 21. Activity for VK-WSA during cooling and reheating



Most industrial catalysts are promoted by a mixture of K and Na. However, C% has proven
to enhance the activity below 400 “C as demonstrated for the Topsoe catalyst VK58, which
contains around 25YQ Cs and 7!X40 K + Na. Therefore the complex and compound chemistry of
the GZS207-VZ05 system is important to study. Thus the CS2SZ07-V207  phase diagram has
been constructed [3] from thermal and electrochemical measurements and it was found that
two compounds are found. One of them, the dimeric compound CS2(VO)20(SOJA,  is formed in
the catalytic relevant composition range, High temperature NMR spectroscopy has revealed
[8] that also for the composition Cs/’V = 4 the dimeric species (VO)20(S0,),4  seem to
dominate in the solution, as judged from the 5% NMR spectra in agreement with the results of
the high temperature Raman study (see above). Thus the suggested [3] dimeric key complex
for the catalytic conversion might be formulated as (VO)20(SO&+.

Phasediagmns  of the M@,QzY2Q&kUls

●

Besides the above mentioned phase diagram of the GJ3P07-V205  system [3], other binary
or pseudobinary catalyst model systems like K.#207-V2C)5  [20], RbzSz07-V205  [2~] and M&&
V205 (M = 2WX0  Na + 800A0 K) [22] have been investigated by combination of high temperature
NMR spectroscopy or thermal analysis and conductometric measurements. As an example the
phase diagram of the latter is shown in Figure 22.

This diagram exhibits the same features as the other investigated systems i, e, one
compound is formed around Xvpo~= 0.3 and probably another at Xvzo~= 0.5 and two eutectics.
}Iowever, in the KZSZ07-VZ05 system very recent NMR meawements has” revealed that a
third compound seems to be formed at Xvzo~= 0.25. The compounds can probably be
formuiaied as M~V02S04Sz07, M4(VO)20(SOJ4 and MVO.$04. Knowledge of the diagrams and
compounds seems useful for the design of low melting ca~alysts.
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